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The proposal of national disarmament has

been the first step forward and although it is an

intricate problem, it gives promise of solution.

We can state nothing however of the probable

outcome. We rely solely upon t'le committees

which have been chosen by the various nations;

we anticipate and hope that they will debate the

matter skilfully and successfully. Failure to do

so can only mean a return to the probability qnd

possibility of new wars and hardships.

THE ENGINEER

THERE are among the professions of today

a certain few, whose importance is passed

over lightly with little or no regard to the

intellectual and other requirements necessary

for absolute membership in them. Unfortunate-

]y practitioners in these walks of life do not seem

to be credited by the populace with the social

standing, which seems to be an inherent adjunct

of the more popular and prominent vocations.

There seems to be an idea prevalent among peo-

ple that the "doctor" or the "lawyer" or the

"statesman" is some type of supernatural person,

gifted beyond the ordinary, without whose pro-

fessional services the universe would come to an

abrupt untimely end. Among these neglected

professions we might include that of the en-

gineer, the facts about whom the public at large

seems to be in ignorance of and the importance

of whom on the scale of public service is ex-

tremely underestimated.

On all sides we see nature in its wildest and

beautiful forms. AVe look upon it with admir-

ing and appreciative eyes and wonder and mar-

vel when we think of tlie Hand that created it.

Its vastness and rugged strength, its beauty and

grotesqueness, command our interest and atten-

tion but only externally. We gaze upon it

through the eyes of the connoiseur admiring a

picturesque view where such is presented and

mentally calculating tlie effect of such a setting

by moonlight or sunset. We delight in its pro-

miscuous disregard. But why this dissertation

on nature.'' Its connection in our theme is obvi-

ous enough if we recaU it is nature which presents

the problems upon tlie solution of which the en-

gineering profession is built. The engineer looks

upon it not through the eyes of a connoisseur

but through those of a scientist trained to take

in at a glance the factors and forces which will

be his concern in the practice of his art. A seeth-

ing rapids or a crashing waterfall may seem

beautiful to him but they mean much more. His

practical brain estimates in a moment the lost

energy, the wasted power. He looks and in his

mind's eye he sees a turbine, a power house, an

illuminated city and other potential possibilities

v'hich miglit take actual shape out of this appar-

ent piece of rugged landscape. He is trained to

do this; it is a natural consequence of his call-

ijig so that it becomes an unconscious act. Na-
ture and its forces are his concern and chief in-

terest.

We might concede that the engineer is a very

ordinary person just as most of us are; but it

wo-tild hardly be fair to say tliat his responsi-

bilities are ordinary in the common acceptation

of the term. The "facts are quite the contrary.

In an argumentative strain let us consider what
is usually the result of a miscalculation or a mis-

judgment on his part. Possibly it would be a

castastrophe involving damage to property and
financial loss. But is that all.'' Does not the

human element enter into the result.'' A doctor

errs and the knowledge of the outcome is con-

fined to a very limited circle—often times to

himself only. The engineer's error invariably

becomes a topic for public discussion and de-

nouncement. The products of his trained mind
are utilized by the public and the failure of such

products is attendant not merely with material

but also with human loss. Why then is the pro-

fessional engineer rated so low in the eyes of his

fellow men ? A close analysis of the various

factors which combine to make one an engineer

will reveal the inevitable conclusion that it is

certainly a man's job. Tlie problems which na-

ture presents to him for solution usually require

a deepness of study and thoroughness of judg-

ment which can only be attained by a mind
trained through years of experience and research.

It has been said that an engineer is one who
can do more with a dollar than any other per-

son in the universe. This statement very closely

approaches the truth, for the average engineer

speaks in terms of dollars and cents. The issue

in any modern constructive program is invari-

ably summed up in the terse expression
—"how

much will it cost?" In this utilitarian age of

ours the prme consideration is the dollar and the

engineer is the instrument whereby thousands

of dollars are continuallg being saved to those

requiring and utilizing his services. In this eon-


